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Introduction

How can we 
improve the software                
development process?



InnoDev
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Agile

Lean Startup

Design Thinking



■ Goal: Support IT professionals in learning how to intertwine Design 
Thinking, Scrum and Lean Startup and integrate them into their 
existing software development processes.

■ 2-Parts:

□ Workshop Development

□ Workshop Evaluation
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Research Setup



■ Training format should introduce the basics of Design Thinking, Scrum 
and Lean Startup and provide guidance on how to combine these 
approaches.

■ The training was developed based on literature reviews of:

□ existing combined approaches to Design Thinking, agile software 
development and Lean Startup; 

□ suggested important methods from each of the approaches; 

□ and of existing research on training for software development 
practitioners.
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Research Setup - Workshop Development



■ 3 Workshops with a total of 31 participants from 22 different 
companies.

■ Mixed method research:

□ Observations

□ Collection of Artefacts

□ Group Interviews

□ Surveys
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Research Setup - Workshop Evaluation



■ One-day Workshop split into three “sprints”:

□ Sprint 1 represents the Conceptualize the Product Phase of the 
InnoDev Model.

□ Sprint 2 represents the Building an Initial Product and Business Phase 
of the InnoDev Model.

□ Sprint 3 represents the Scaling the Product and the Business Phase of 
the InnoDev Model.
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InnoDev Workshop
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InnoDev Workshop – Sprint 1
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InnoDev Workshop – Sprint 2
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InnoDev Workshop – Sprint 3
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Workshop Experiences – Qualitative Results
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Workshop Experiences – Survey Results



■ The materials and knowledge from this study provide researchers and 
practitioners with the opportunity to replicate the workshop in other 
companies.

■ The techniques were easy to understand, pitched at the right level for 
the workshop format, and participants felt that they could contribute 
to the software development process within their companies. 

■ The presentation and the materials were mentioned positively as 
practical resources.
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Discussion and Limitations



■ Only 3 Workshops with a total of 31 participants from western culture.

□ Cultural and gender differences might have affected some of the 
findings of our study

□ Follow-up study to understand how participants use the new 
knowledge and the provided materials back at work

■ One-day workshop

□ Time pressure was repeatedly mentioned (+ and -) 

□ None of the participants suggested a longer running workshop.

□ One-day workshop seems sufficient to introduce the basic contents 
we aimed for. 
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Discussion and Limitations II



■ We presented a one-day training workshop, that introduces the basics 
of Design Thinking, Scrum and Lean Startup and how these three 
approaches can be intertwined.

■ Our results indicate:

□ a one-day training is a good means to introduce multidisciplinary 
and complex innovation approaches to software engineers, even 
though it is short and can only communicate basics. 

■ Overall, our research demonstrates how a one-day InnoDev training 
workshop can successfully spark interest in software innovation and 
train key concepts of different innovation approaches.
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